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Position: ES/MS Orchestra Teacher 
 
 
Divisions:  Elementary School (ES) and Middle School (MS) 
 
Full Time Equivalent (FTE):  1.0 
 
Position Description: 
The Orchestra teacher reports to the Middle School Principal and works within the Fine Arts Department, 
led by the Fine Arts Department Lead. The successful candidate is a passionate music educator able to 
inspire students in the development performance abilities. The department has a tradition of teamwork, 
collaboration, and high musical standards. As an AMIS school, preparing and auditioning for AMIS groups is 
a part of the curriculum.We are looking for someone to help us continue that tradition. 
 
Desirable qualities include being a team player, willing to collaborate, student focused, and excellent 
musicianship.  
 
Prior experience in working in a standards referenced, AP curriculum, UbD school is desired.  
 
Faculty are responsible for the learning and well-being of all students at KISJ, and contribute towards the 
personal and professional growth of all colleagues. His or her role is to promote KISJ’s Mission, Vision, and 
DRAGONS. 
 
CONTRACTUAL EXPECTATIONS 
KISJ faculty believe that their students will create positive change around the world. Their roles, 
responsibilities, and results are rooted in this vision. KISJ teachers model the beliefs and values embedded 
in the DRAGONS. 
 
KISJ faculty are champions of professionalism and employ best-researched practices in teaching and 
learning. They are leaders of learning and demonstrate this by modeling expectations and providing rich 
and varied learning opportunities to ensure challenging and positive experiences. KISJ faculty embrace a 
standards-referenced approach to planning, grading, and reporting. They are fully engaged in the learning 
community at KISJ and collaborate effectively with team members across various grade levels, subject 
areas, and divisions. KISJ teachers are lifelong learners who engage in professional growth and development 
through the coaching process, consistent reflection and reiteration of their practices. The ideal candidate is 
open to feedback and willing to grow. KISJ faculty enthusiastically embrace the ongoing school 
improvement process through their active service in focus groups. KISJ faculty champion the DRAGONS and 
are positive members of a dynamic community of learners.  
 
 
Application Procedures: Interested candidates should complete the online application. Candidates should 
note, however, that in the event an outstanding applicant is identified early in the search process,  KISJ 
reserves the right to close the vacancy. Search Associates candidates need only apply through the Search 
platform. 

https://iss-schrole.com/School/Korea-International-School-Jeju-Campus

